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Instructions
1. Start each answer on a new page and answer all parts of a question at one place.
2. Write the steps clearly for complete credit. Clearly state all your assumptions.
3. Make an index on the back side of the front page of the main answer sheet.

1. Illustrate the soft state at sender and receiver for SS+RTR protocol. Also draw the signaling message flow diagram.
(5M)

2. (a) Prove that the two packet delivery of a single message provides at-least-once reliability. (6M)

(b) If recoverable sockets are utilized in two packet delivery of a single message, what kind of reliability is possi-
ble? Prove your statement. (7M)

3. Illustrate the SMP server mobility scenario with the help of a message flow diagram. (5M)

4. What are the steps involved in different phases of operation – enrollment, establishment, data transfer – for SMP.
(7M)

5. IPv6 utilizes header chaining with the help of next header mechanism to implement dynamic headers. Use this
idea to add the following mechanisms to SMP.

(a) Fragmentation and reassembly (5M)
(b) Combining and separation (5M-Bonus)

6. SMP is to run atop a 100Gbps point-to-point line capable of carrying packets upto 65K bytes. The line has a one-
way delay of 1 milli second and the senders maximum packet retransmission time is known to be 1 milli second.
The receiver generates an ACK almost instantaneously. You are interested in modifying SMP to implement flow
control features.

(a) Calculate the minimum required value for N. (5M)
(b) Modify the SMP PDU mechanisms and policies to efficiently use the line. (5M)

SMP PDU


